
FILM ANALYSIS REMEMBER THE TITANS

The movie Remember the Titans takes place in a time period where racism is still a In this movie a football team must
overcome this obstacle of racism and.

The music has a very twang style to it and reminds me of square dancing music. One of the most powerful
scenes that set the tone and the direction of the entire movie happens at the very beginning of the movie when
Coach Boom, played by Denzel, gives a speech to the team stating that this is not a democracy and that he is
the law. Print Related Interests. In this scene, Gerry is heavily influenced by his mother. Seeing this in action
helped explain this to me. He even exclaims, "Does the term cruel and unusual punishment mean anything to
you? Everything that we do or think is a reflection of one of the many cultures that we belong to. Once the
team gets to camp, they separate themselves by race. The different types of factors that affected the team will
be explored in this paper and how a coach takes a team from nothing to winning the league title. When the
team got back from their training camp they were not exactly greeted with open arms. What makes you
cringe? This scene represents the psychology concept of sociological approach. The movie is heartfelt, yes,
and I was moved by it, but it plays safe. It makes sense though, since psychology is basically who we are as
people. Sheryl is anything but a typical girl. Both coaches and players have to go through many difficult trials
and tribulations. To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal
information from the essays. Eventually, his enthusiasm and loyalty will mirror onto the players. Aren't some
of them going to be replaced by white starters? Each culture is accustomed to a certain style of music. The
movie portrays both a traditional culture and a non-traditional culture. Because of their differences each player
had to back up every other player making them vulnerable to the views of society yet bringing them closer as a
team and family. Some might find it over-dramatic but in reality, it portrays history with the right balance of
emotions, reality, and drama. These scenes are tricky, and Washington and Patton find just the right notes to
negotiate them. In this one instance society won. Also, family processes by way of adjustment in a newly
ethnic integrated community surrounding sociocultural, environment and roles in the community. This team
became closer through dialogue and bonding. Throughout the entire movie, students, along with the coach as
the leader, learn to become a team and overcome the racial differences and become a symbol of unity for the
entire community. When she visits Coach Boone's house she would rather watch tape of the football game or
the opponent's tape, than play dolls with Carol. Even though some players were changing their views on each
other, tempers were still flaring between some players. I like the way he shows Boone forcing the blacks and
whites to get to know one another. She has been raised in a football house and would prefer to play with a
football or basketball than with dolls. Maybe they are, and maybe they aren't. The head coaching job is given
to Coach Boone an African American, over the former, much beloved head coach, Coach Yoast.


